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Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Write your seat number and enrolment number in the space provided on the question Paper.
Use of programmable and communication aids are strictly prohibited.
Figures to the right indicate full marks.
This question paper contains FIVE questions. Attempt all.
Student is not allowed to leave the examination hall during first and last thirty minutes.

Q. 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Answer the following questions. (Any SEVEN)
Which must come first- privileges or principles? Why?
What did Todd’s note from Bermuda contain?
How did the business of Dabbawallahs start?
What would the result of having sublime faith in oneself be?
How did Schatz’s father clarify his doubt about temperature?
What did the mother react to the beggar’s suggestion?
What does Narayan Murthy mean by ‘accountability’?

8
9
10

When did Todd borrow a dollar from the speaker? Why?
What is a cyber crime? Give one example.
What is a six‐sigma rating?

14

Q. 2 (a) Answer the following questions. (Any FOUR)
04
1.
One who studies the techniques of secret writings ,codes etc. is called____.
A. photographer B. stenographer C. cryptographer D. technician
2.
A teacher should teach the students that for every enemy, there is a_______.
A. scoundrel B. hero C. politician D. friend
3.
Most of the dabbawallahs belong to _____
A. Pune B. Mumbai C. Pandharpur D. Delhi
_______is considered to be an integral part of the value system in the west.
4.
A. Dignity of labour B. Professionalism C. independent thinking D. contract
5.
The teacher should move the students away from____.
A. envy B. friends C. politician D. scoundrel
04
(b) Answer the following questions. (Any FOUR)
1.
Dasa demanded _________from the family.
A. a knife B. an axe C. a grass cutter D. a crow bar

2.

3.
4.
5.

(c)
1.
2.

Lincoln wrote a letter _______.
A.to his son B.to his son’s teacher C.to his son’s friend D. to his son’s principal
‘
The author of the ‘Book of Pirates’ is _________________.
A. Howard Pyle B. Earnest Hemingway C. Schatz D. Schatz’s faher
Who announced the entry of the Cobra in to the house?
A. Dasa B. a cyclist C. a beggar D. a vendor
The speaker waned to start a movement_____.
A.Get back a dollar B.Back to Home C.Back to Honesty D.Forget and Forgive
Write a short note on any ONE.
Internet as a travelling guide.
What Indians must learn from the west

03

03
(d)
1.
2.

Write a short note on any ONE.
Dasa
The significant of the title ‘A Day’s Wait'

Q.3
1.
2.
3.

(a) Do as directed. (Any THREE)
Give one word substitute‐ A popular trend that attracts growing support
Give opposite for – Borrow, true
Select proper verb ‐ One thousand rupees ___ not a big amount these
days. (is,are)
Find the correct spelling‐ A. numonia B. pneumonia C. pnewmonia

4.
(b)
1.
2.

03

3.
4.

Fill in the blanks using proper word given in the brackets. (Any THREE)
03
Yesterday I met ___European. (a, an, the)
I have ____to say in this matter now. You have said everything.(something,
nothing,many)
There isn’t ____chocolate in the jar. (some, many, any)
____word of your teacher is important. (A, Every, few)

(c)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(d)
1.
2.
3.

Fill in the blanks using proper modal auxiliary. (Any FOUR)
Everyone ____keep surroundings clean. (may, should, could)
She ____not catch the bus as she was running slowly. (can, should, could)
You____ follow the terms and conditions of the company.( may, can, must)
____you have a bright future! ( may, can, must)
____you like to have tea? (can, should, would)
Fill in the blanks using proper verb forms. (Any FOUR)
_____you ever ____a white tiger? (see)
A stitch in time ____nine. (save)
When we entered the theatre, The play ______. (begin)

04

04

4.
5.

Listen , someone ______you outside.(call)
The farmers _____the farm for three hours. (plough)

Q.4
1.
2.
3.
4.

(a) Fill in the blanks using proper preposition. (Any THREE)
Tirth sat _____the driver seat at the back.
The principal is ____his office.
The flight is _____Goa ____Mumbai.
The car is parked ______the tree.

(b)

Join the following sentences using proper connector given in the brackets.
(Any FOUR)
04
The road was hilly. The old man could not walk fast. (and, therefore, though)
The teacher wants to meet your parents. He wants to discuss about
your result.(and, so ,but)
He failed in the exam. He was very careless. (and, but, because of)
Be regular in the class. You will be failed. (otherwise, so, because of)
The doctor tried hard to save the patient. He could not save him.(and, so, but)
07
Change the following sentences into Passive Voice.
She bought a wonderful gift for her daughter.
You should read newspaper to improve your general knowledge.
The peon rings the bell everyday
Rahul had finished his work before his father came.
Can you play the sitar?
Anita is reading ‘Three Mistakes of My Life’ now a day.
Our teacher taught the passive very nicely.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(c)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Q.5
(a)
(b)

03

Two friends are talking about their favorite festival. Draft a conversation
07
between them.
Mr.Ashutosh Roy, on behalf of The Principal, XYZ Management College,
07
K Road, Gandhinagar writes a complaint letter about non functioning newly
purchased printers to The Manager, OM Computers, C.G.Road, Ahmedabad.
Draft a letter.
***********

